This project began, as many do, in the company of a good friend over a meal. This particular meal, however, was being eaten at a newly opened vegan establishment in Sydney. After the plates had been cleared, the chef emerged into the near empty dining room and apologised for having no desserts to offer because he had not yet mastered the art of vegan baking. As he waxed on describing his unsuccessful attempts to craft something tasty and sweet that reflected his philosophy of nourishment, my dinner companion and I began exchanging the glances of people who were being treated to more information than they needed or desired. For this chef, however, food and identity were a matter of principle. Not only did food provide his livelihood, but it defined his struggles as a chef, a businessman and an ambassador of a philosophy about how we should eat. At least in this instance, it also defined his relationship to those around him. 
Mangeur-fails to be emblematic of larger cultural or moralistic constructs. Rather, she argues that notions of edibility stem from the food-related choices that flow from our embodiment, thus helping us understand who we are.
Central to this special issue and the question put to all the authors is the matter of how food constructs and reconstructs identity at different periods of time, in different French speaking countries and in different ways. As the papers in this issue attest, it is a question that lends itself to many answers, for as much as food is a common global concern, it is still intensely anchored in localised activity and interactions. Food therefore serves as an ideal way to explore the diversity of experiences and circumstances represented by the common frame of la francophonie.
